From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
To: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>
Cc: Itani, Brian
Subject: FW: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes
Date: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:51:00 PM
Attachments: OCC Language Change To Indicators 1.docx

Kelly,

Brian and I can assist, but before I respond to Sarah, wanted to get your take.

John

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:39 PM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Yes, I have to do a cover memo for AA Hoggan from Ms. Harvey and then prep a package with your memo and then the track changes to the referral guide and a track changes to the indicator.

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:10 PM
To: Tauber, Sarah; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

Was the tracked changes version of the 2 factors I sent you sufficient? Let me know if you need anything else.

John B.

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

We have it. I need to do a cover memo.
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

This should be back in OSO now. Please let me know if you haven’t seen it yet.

Thanks,
John B.

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:51 AM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

It is back with OSC for a cover memo.

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:51 AM
To: Tauber, Sarah; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

Is this still working its way through OSO?

Thanks,
John B.

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:59 AM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

I will try

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:58 AM
To: Tauber, Sarah; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

I am going to be out of the office for training on Thursday and Friday this week. Do you expect, or would it be possible, to route this to OCC by Wednesday?
Thanks,
John B.

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:02 PM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

It is with our Exec Sec; we have been missing one another this week. I will let you know when we get it.

Thanks

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:56 PM
To: Harvey, Melanie; Tauber, Sarah
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Melanie,

I don’t know if you have been too involved with this, but I anticipate we will be asked to provide an update to DHS OGC in the near future. If you could let me know where the routing package is, that would be much appreciated. I am sure your folks are all swamped as well, so if I can just let them (OGC) know where it is that would be great.

Thanks,
John B.

John D. Bauer
Assistant Chief Counsel
Criminal Enforcement
TSA
(571) 227-

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:05 AM
To: Tauber, Sarah
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

Just checking in to see where in OSO the BIRG is and when I should look for it in OCC.

Thanks,
John B.
From: Cobey, Matt (James)
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:58 AM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

It is was given to OSO on 21 Oct.

Matt Cobey
Office: 571-227~
Cell: (b)(6)

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:51 AM
To: Cobey, Matt (James)
Cc: Wheaton, Kelly <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Matt,

Good morning, just checking in to see where the BIRG is.

Thanks,

John D. Bauer
Assistant Chief Counsel
Criminal Enforcement
TSA
(571) 227~

From: Cobey, Matt (James)
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:05 PM
To: Tauber, Sarah; Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

OSC Comms said it was with Stacey, our DD. It should go to OSO next.

Matt Cobey
Office: 571-227~
Cell: (b)(6)

From: Tauber, Sarah
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 11:57 AM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Cc: Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: Re: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Not yet.
From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 11:51 AM
To: Tauber, Sarah
Cc: Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: FW: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Sarah,

Has this made it to you yet? I am sure you are swamped too; I’m trying to update my projects list.

John B.

From: Cobey, Matt (James)
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:02 PM
To: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

I will have to check. Yep, my first day back too.

Matt Cobey
Office: 571-227-6921
Cell: (b)(6)

From: Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:01 PM
To: Cobey, Matt (James)
Subject: RE: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Matt,

I’m sending this to keep it on my radar screen... (not sure if you were furloughed too, but no doubt you are swamped)

Is the BIRG still with OSO?

Thanks,
John B.

From: Cobey, Matt (James)
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:42 PM
To: Tauber, Sarah; Bauer, John D <TSA OCC>; Harvey, Melanie; Cuneo, Ines <TSA OCC>; Fitzmaurice, Stacey; Hull, Jason; Stephens, James
Cc: Mancuso, Donald; King, Jennifer L
Subject: FW: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Good Afternoon,

The final version of the attached document has been routed through OSC Comms to your
organizations for review prior to going to John Sanders for signature.

(b)(5)

The routing path is as follows:

Originator: OSC TAC
OSO TAD
OCC (Bauer et al)
OSC CTD
OSC DAA
OSO AA
OSC AA

I expect OSC Comms may add some other reviewers as appropriate to protocol, OSC EA and maybe OSO DAA. I leave that up to them and you all can add anyone too.

The “official” version being routed has all the tracked changes accepted.

Matt

Matt Cobey
Office: 571-227
Cell: (b)(6)

From: Mancuso, Donald
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:07 PM
To: Cobey, Matt (James)
Cc: King, Jennifer L
Subject: Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide w/tracked changes

Edits should be complete. Preparing OSC Comms email now for document routing.

Donnie Mancuso
Program Analyst – OSC/TAC
571-227 (b)(6)
(b)(6) (c)